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Take a drive through your neighborhood and 
pull up to your home as a potential buyer 
might. How does your yard look? A fresh lawn 
mowing, trimmed bushes and some new 
potted flowers can start your home showings 
on a positive note.

Assess Your Curb Appeal
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The front door is the initial handshake to 
showing a home. A fresh coat a paint will send 
a message to the buyer that you care about 
the home. Nik also recommends checking the 
hardware on the door. Is it newer and nice? If 
so, is it clean and free of paint? Clean, sharp 
lines on your door hardware will help your paint 
color pop!

Paint Your Front Door 
And Add New Hardware
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This is the “new car smell” of real estate. Deep 
cleaning and a fresh coat of paint will help your 
home sparkle during showings. While you may 
think, “I’ll leave the carpet so the new owner can 
put in whatever they want,” Nik suggests the 
opposite. Buyers might not see the flooring as an 
exciting opportunity to update the home to their 
liking. Instead, it might feel like a burden and 
another thing for them to do after closing that 
could delay their move-in date. Plus, stained or 
dingy carpeting can negatively impact showings. 
Nik can recommend professional carpet cleaners 
and painters, as well as flooring pros if your carpets 
or hardwoods need to be replaced or refinished.

Refresh Your Flooring 
And Interior Paint

This is one of Nik’s favorite ways to show 
buyers you care about the littlest details. Look 
around your house at your light switch and 
electrical outlet covers. Are they the same 
style and color? Are the clean and free of any 
paint smudges or splatters? Are they cracked 
or damaged? Updating these plates so they’re 
fresh and cohesive throughout your home is 
an easy way to show buyers that your home is 
dialed in to 

Check Light Switches 
And Electrical Plates
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Light and bright is the way you want your home to 
show. If the lights are not already on, buyers will be 
flipping switches as they walk through the house. 
Make sure all the bulbs work and light fixtures are 
clean. Buyers will also be switching on the bath 
and kitchen fans. A loud and rattling fan will take 
away from the showing! If needed, Nik can connect 
you with the proper service technicians to fix loud 
or rattling fans before showings begin.

Check All Lightbulbs And 
Kitchen And Bath Fans.
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While a buyer may opt to have their own 
inspection completed, having a pre-inspection 
done gives you a clear picture of the complete 
condition of your home and the opportunity to 
preemptively resolve any potential issues before 
your home goes on the market.

Get A Pre-Inspection 
And Avoid Surprises
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Nik recommends staging your home for 
maximum effect. Starting with a consultation is 
an excellent opportunity to get a second set of 
eyes on your home and make sure your home 
feels welcoming and showcases its best 
attributes. A good stager can make a vacant 
home feel warm and inviting. If you’re still living 
in the home, a stager can add to your décor in 
order to make the best first impression.

Consult With A 
Professional Stager
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Professional photography by someone 
specializing in real estate helps your home 
make the best possible first impression. Nik 
partners with photographers and videographers 
who are skilled at capturing homes.

Use A Professional 
Photographer
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When your home is ready for buyer tours, 
enhance the first impression by creating a 
warm and welcoming atmosphere. If it’s chilly 
outside, make sure your home is warm inside. 
Brightly lit with soft music playing will help 
your home stand out compared to others that 
are dark, cold and quiet!

Warmth, Light And Music
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Just before your house goes on the market, Nik 
suggests touring homes for sale that are similar 
to yours or working to attract the same pool of 
potential buyers. This can help you determine if 
there are any last-minute changes that you’d like 
to make in order to present your home as the 
best possible option.

Visit Your Competition!
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